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December 4th, 2017 
Gold Spot Price: $1,275 

 

One 14k white gold rubellite and diamond ring. The ring weighs 

6.8 grams and is size 7. Total carat weight is 7.13 carats.  

 

The ring features a 6.25 carat oval faceted rubellite (12.86 x 9.11 

x 6.14) set in four double prongs. The rubellite is very saturated 

pinkish red, with medium-dark tone and has brilliant flashes of 

color.  

 

The rubellite is accented by a halo of twenty-four round brilliant 

diamonds set in four prongs. The halo has a basket which 

features a row of twelve round brilliant diamonds on either side 

of it (24 diamonds total). The ring shank has diamonds going 

down halfway (10 diamonds total). The diamonds are G-H, SI-I 

clarity and have good cuts. The total estimated carat weight of the 

accent diamonds is 0.88 carats.  

 

Appraisal ID: 120417-SA-AU-RI-41-HCC-10J103444-G 

The pictured article(s) of jewelry has been appraised by a G.I.A. Graduate Gemologist. The value shown below is the approximate Insurance Replacement 
Value of the pieces. Our description of the articles is based on an examination of the pieces with state-of-the-art equipment, and on our best judgment, 
giving stone weights listed as an estimate only unless otherwise stated as actual weight. Diamond color and clarity grades are graded to the best of our 
ability for all stones that are graded while mounted. We represent that we have made this appraisal with no interest in the purchase or sale of the article 
described. Please see the attached document for further Terms and Conditions upon which this Certificate of Appraisal is issued. 

This Appraisal is given in good faith by, 
 
 
 
 
             12/04/2017 

Appraiser                     Date 
Tammy Dominik, GIA G.G.  

  Estimate Replacement Value          

$12,082.64 
 

  


